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Abstrat. Several extensions of bayesian belief networks to the �rst

order logi or relational framework have been proposed. Many of these

have in ommon that they are embedded in some kind of probabilisti or

other extension of logi programming. In this paper we take yet another

approah, whih ould be alled a meta-interpreter approah. We disuss

the representation of \�rst order" bayesian belief networks in standard

Prolog. The representation formalism we propose is very simple, does

not make use of any extensions to logi programming, allows inferene

using a simple interpreter written in Prolog, and the formalism has an

expressiveness similar to other relational variants of bayesian belief net-

works. Due to the simpliity of the framework, we believe it may be a

suitable referene point to ompare other approahes to.

1 Introdution

The integration of probabilisti reasoning with �rst order logi is of inreas-

ing interest in the knowledge representation ommunity (e.g., [5, 14, 11℄), and

also in mahine learning and data mining, inreasing attention is being paid to

probabilisti models. A partiular point of interest is formed by ombinations

of relational learning (inluding indutive logi programming) and probabilisti

learning methods (e.g., [15℄).

Bayesian belief networks are a popular representation formalism for repres-

enting probabilisti knowledge. The formalism has been extended to relational

ontexts in several ways [3, 6, 8, 2℄. The relationship between all these di�erent

extensions is still under investigation.

In this paper we introdue a new approah, and a new perspetive in whih

existing approahes an be viewed. It is a meta-interpreter approah; that is,

bayesian networks are desribed in standard Prolog, and a meta-interpreter (also

programmed in Prolog) is used to perform inferene in them. This approah is

quite similar to Bratko's approah of representing bayesian networks in Prolog

and programming inferene for them [1℄. It extends it, in that a typial hunk

of knowledge desribes a set of bayesian networks (or: a \�rst order" bayesian

network) rather than a single one. The networks in suh a set share ertain

similarities, at di�erent possible levels. Consequently, ertain types of inferene

an happen at the level of the whole set of networks instead of its elements.



This paper presents work in progress. We disuss mainly the representation

of �rst order bayesian networks; inferene and learning are only touhed upon,

although it is highly unlikely that any of these would be problemati (given

the rather lose relationship with existing approahes where onrete algorithms

have been proposed). We ompare our approah with several existing approahes.

In Setion 2, we give some preliminaries and motivate our approah. In Se-

tion 3 we present a proposal for representing �rst order bayesian belief networks

in Prolog. In Setion 4 we briey disuss inferene and learning. In Setion 5 we

ompare with a number of related approahes, and in Setion 6 we onlude.

2 Preliminaries and Motivation

We take a look at bayesian networks from the point of view of the knowledge

they represent. A bayesian network is in fat a ompat representation of a joint

distribution over a set of random variables X
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probabilities, hene the representation of the joint distribution in this form is

exponential in the number of variables.

In a bayesian network, additional knowledge is represented about the stru-

ture of the joint distribution. More spei�ally, ertain independene assump-

tions are made; beause of these assumptions, the joint distribution an be om-

puted as a produt of \loal" distributions, that is, marginal and onditional

distributions that desribe probabilities for all ombinations of a subset of vari-

ables. The size of these representations is exponential in the number of variables

they ontain, whih is typially muh lower than the total number of variables.

A bayesian network onsists of a direted graph that represents information

on dependenies, as follows. Eah node of the graph represents a probabilisti

variable. We say that x is a parent of y if there is a direted edge (x; y) in the

graph. The knowledge represented by a bayesian network is that eah variable

is statistially independent from its non-desendants, given its parents.

For instane (example taken from Russell and Norvig [12℄), we ould have

random variables earthquake, burglary, alarm, john alls, mary alls. The

graph in Figure 1 represents the knowledge that whether the alarm goes o� de-

pends on whether there is an earthquake and also on whether there is a burglary;

that burglaries and earthquakes happen independently of eah other; and that,

given a value for alarm, the reation of the neighbours John and Mary is in-

dependent (i.e., any orrelation between John's and Mary's alling is explained

solely by the inuene alarm has on them, there is no diret inuene of the

neighbours on eah other).

As several authors have mentioned (e.g., Haddawy [4℄), the knowledge ex-

pressed by this dependeny graph an be expressed in propositional logi. Now

in many pratial situations we may have knowledge that is of a slightly more

omplex kind. For instane, onsider the knowledge that whether a person ar-

ries some gene is inuened by whether the person's father and mother arry



false 0.2 0.6 0.6 0.9
true 0.8 0.4 0.4 0.1

t,t   t,f  f,t   f,f

alarm

earthquake

Mary calls John calls

burglary

true 0.5
false 0.5

true 0.5
false 0.5

true false
true 0.4 0.2

false 0.6 0.8

true false
true 0.4 0.2

false 0.6 0.8

Fig. 1. A simple bayesian network.

the gene. The statement is supposed to hold for all persons and genes in a given

universe, whatever that universe is. We an easily express this knowledge in

�rst order logi. In propositional logi, we would have to know the universe in

advane, and the dependeny has to be stated for eah person and gene om-

bination separately; and the same holds for traditional bayesian networks. Our

knowledge in this ase really desribes a set of bayesian networks with similar

properties, rather than a single network. The question arises whether we an

represent this knowledge in suh a way that inferene (both dedutive and in-

dutive) at the level of both the set and its elements beomes possible. Several

existing approahes already demonstrate that this is possible [9, 8, 7, 13℄.

The di�erene between the approah we will propose here, and these other

approahes, an be summarized as follows. Existing approahes up till now used

either a proedural language to model bayesian networks, or a delarative lan-

guage that is typially an extension of �rst order logi. Typial for the latter

approahes is that the probabilisti reasoning is somehow embedded in the stand-

ard inferene mehanism of the modelling language. Our approah is losest to

the latter, in the sense that it is also delarative; but now, the ode desribes the

network, whereas in other approahes the ode is the network. We use a meta-

interpreter to interpret the ode, whereas in other approahes the interpretation

is part of the inferene engine underlying the program.

Our approah has the advantage that one does not need to be familiar with

probabilisti extensions of �rst order logi, onstraint logi programming, et.,

nor with details of their exeution mehanism. A basi understanding of standard

Prolog programs is suÆient. We believe this may make the approah suitable

as a referene point to ompare other approahes to (in a similar way as meta-

interpreters in delarative languages an be instrutive regarding how inferene is

performed). Suh referene points have been proposed previously, but urrently

none of them seem to be generally aepted.



3 Representing Bayesian Networks in Prolog

Bratko [1℄ o�ers an elegant method for representing standard (propositional)

bayesian networks in Prolog. The approah we follow here uses a somewhat

di�erent syntax but is not essentially di�erent; it mainly makes some parts of our

disussion a bit simpler. We will use the term \�rst order bayesian network" to

refer to a Prolog de�nition that represents a set of traditional bayesian networks.

We use ground terms to denote random (i.e., stohasti) variables.

1

We de�ne

a prediate depends/3 with the following semantis. Let x be a random variable,

l a list of random variables, and t a probability table. depends(x,l,t) is true

if and only if in the �rst order bayesian network that is being modelled, x has

the variables in l as parents and t is the onditional probability table that lists

P (xjl).

We use input node(x,t) as syntati sugar for depends(x, [℄, t). A-

tually, t is in this ase represented slightly di�erently (it is an unonditional

distribution rather than a onditional one), but the atual representation of t is

an implementation detail and not really relevant here.

Example 1. We again refer to Figure 1. The representation of the bayesian net-

work in Figure 1, using the above prediates, is as follows:

depends(alarm, [earthquake,burglary℄,

[ [ [t,t℄, [t,f℄, [f,t℄, [f,f℄℄,

[t, 0.8, 0.4, 0.4, 0.1℄,

[f, 0.2, 0.6, 0.6, 0.9℄ ℄).

depends(maryalls, [alarm℄,

[ [ [t℄, [f℄℄,

[t, 0.4, 0.2℄,

[f, 0.6, 0.8℄ ℄).

depends(johnalls, [alarm℄,

[ [ [t℄, [f℄℄,

[t, 0.4, 0.2℄,

[f, 0.6, 0.8℄ ℄).

input_node(earthquake, [t:0.5,f:0.5℄).

input_node(burglary, [t:0.5,f:0.5℄).

The mapping between the Prolog program and the graphial representation

with probability tables is obvious. Note that no logial variables were used in

the above ode; this implies that the above Prolog program represents a tradi-

tional bayesian network. By introduing logial variables, more general kinds of

knowledge an be represented.

Example 2. This example is inspired by the horse breeding farm example also

used by Kersting and De Raedt [8℄. The Prolog program

1

This is a �rst important di�erene with other logi-based approahes, e.g., CLP (BN)

[13℄ uses skolem onstants, and BLP s [8℄ use literals, to denote stohasti variables.



depends(has_gene(X),[has_gene(Y),has_gene(Z)℄,

[ [ [t,t℄, [t,f℄, [f,t℄, [f,f℄℄,

[t, 0.8, 0.4, 0.4, 0.1℄,

[f, 0.2, 0.6, 0.6, 0.9℄ ℄)

:- father(Y,X), mother(Z,X).

input_node(has_gene(X), [t:0.5, f:0.5℄)

:- (father(Y,X), mother(Z,X) -> fail; true).

represents the following information: \The probability that a horse arries a

ertain gene depends on its father and mother having that gene. If information

on its parents is inomplete, we estimate the probability of it arrying the gene

as 0.5 ".

This program an be seen as a bayesian network generator. By adding the

information

father(apollo, hloe).

mother(blaze, hloe).

father(dexter, flash).

mother(ember, flash).

father(flash, galaxy).

mother(hloe, galaxy).

the network struture in Figure 2 is generated (for simpliity we write only names

in the �gure, instead of has gene(name)).

galaxy

ember

flashchloe

dexterblazeapollo

Fig. 2. A \horse farm" bayesian network.

Note that the Prolog program is more strutured than the bayesian net-

work. In a traditional bayesian network, a separate onditional probability table

is assoiated with eah node. In the Prolog program, suh a table is assoi-

ated with a lause, whih de�nes a set of nodes. We just de�ne whih kind of

nodes have whih kind of probability table. For instane, has gene(hloe) and

has gene(flash) share the same onditional probability table (CPT).

We ould further generalize this piee of knowledge by de�ning the bayesian

network for di�erent genes, allowing for probability tables that vary with the

type of gene but not with the horses.



depends(has_gene(X,G), [has_gene(Y,G),has_gene(Z,G)℄, T)

:- father(Y,X), mother(Z,X), pt(G, T).

input_node(has_gene(X,G), T)

:- (father(Y,X), mother(Z,X) -> fail; true), distr(G, T).

pt(gene_a, [ [ [t,t℄, [t,f℄, [f,t℄, [f,f℄℄,

[t, 0.8, 0.4, 0.4, 0.2℄,

[f, 0.2, 0.6, 0.6, 0.8℄ ℄).

distr(gene_a, [t:0.5, f:0.5℄).

We an de�ne several levels of similarity for the elements of a set of bayesian

networks: they an all have the same struture and the same probability table;

the same struture but di�erent probability tables; or even di�erent strutures.

The latter is the ase, e.g., if the suess of a student for some study program

depends on the ourses taken, and the number of suh ourses may be vari-

able. Clearly in suh ases the omputation of the CPT beomes more omplex.

Nevertheless our representation formalism an easily represent suh ases:

depends(sueeds(X), L, T) :-

findall(Course, registered(X, Course), L),

pt_for_sueeds(L, T).

pt_for_sueeds(L, T) :- ...

% would typially depend on some weighted average

Obviously, not any possible de�nition of depends is onsistent with its inter-

pretation (de�ning a bayesian network). For instane, the de�nition of depends

must be suh that for eah node exatly one list of parents and one CPT is

generated; also, the generated direted graph must be ayli. For now we are

assuming it is the responsibility of the programmer of the bayesian network to

ensure this.

4 Inferene and Learning

We briey disuss inferene in �rst order bayesian networks and how they an

be learned from data. This disussion is very brief and no onrete methods are

proposed; however, our approah is suÆiently lose to some other approahes

(see next setion) to believe that the methods proposed there an easily be

adapted to our framework.

Inferene in a �rst order bayesian network is simple, as it really represents

just a large bayesian network. A Prolog meta-interpreter for inferene in bayesian

networks is easy to write, see, e.g., Bratko's program [1℄ whih handles proposi-

tional networks. A simpli�ed meta-interpreter for �rst order bayesian networks

is provided in the appendix; although it performs a limited kind of inferene

only, it may be instrutive regarding the simpliity of this approah.



Learning the parameters of �rst order bayesian networks is as easy as for

propositional networks. For instane, onsider the ase where CPT entries are

omputed from ounts (e.g., P (X = xjY = y) = jD

X=x;Y=y

j=jD

Y=y

j, with

D referring to some data set and jD



j denoting the number of ases ful�lling

ondition . The CPT of a lause, whih may desribe multiple nodes in the

network, an be omputed by de�ning as \stohasti variables" not the original

stohasti variables but sets of them. That is, instead of having a variable x(a)

and x(b), for eah of whih we ould ount how many times it takes a ertain

value, we just have a variable x for whih these ounts are the sum of the

separate ounts for x(a) and x(b). In the ase of \parameterized" CPT's (as for

the gene a example), the stohasti variables are just generalized a bit less; that

is, has gene(apollo, gene a), has gene(blaze, gene a), et., are generalized

to a variable has gene(gene a) but not to a single variable has gene.

More preisely, the proedure detailed in Figure 3 an be followed. Basially,

the proedure looks at eah depends lause separately. For eah suh lause, it

determines the logial variables in its body that uniquely determine the CPT.

Then for eah possible value ombination v for these variables, all observations

for Node and Parents are taken into aount to ompute the CPT assoiated

with v.

For eah lause depends(Node,Parents,CPT) :- Body:

V := all logial variables in Body that determine the CPT

S := all (Node; Parent; V ) instantiations generated by Body

for eah di�erent value v for V ourring in S:

S

v

:= f(N;P; V ) 2 SjV = vg

ompute CPT

v

from S

v

Fig. 3. Learning the CPT's assoiated with a lause.

Example 3. Consider the lause

depends(has_gene(X,G), [has_gene(Y,G),has_gene(Z,G)℄, T)

:- father(Y,X), mother(Z,X), pt(G, T).

Aording to this lause, the CPT assoiated with has gene(X,G) depends on G,

but not onX . Therefore, a di�erent CPT should be onstruted for eah di�erent

value of G that ours (gene a, . . . ). The CPT for gene a will be onstruted

from all observed values of has gene(..., gene a).

Learning the struture of a �rst order bayesian network boils down to learn-

ing the onditional lauses of the networks. These an be learned using ILP

approahes, in exatly the same way as proposed by Kersting and De Raedt [7℄

and Santos Costa et al. [13℄.



5 Related Work

5.1 Bayesian Logi Programs

Kersting and De Raedt's [8℄ bayesian logi programs formed in a sense the in-

spiration for this work. Part of their motivation for introduing BLP's is that

they generalize over bayesian networks in the same way �rst order logi general-

izes over propositional logi. In addition, however, BLP's form a kind of unifying

framework over Prolog and bayesian networks.

Instead of unifying the logial and probabilisti level, our approah expliitly

aims to keep them on several levels. In our opinion this lean separation simpli�es

the semantis of the knowledge hunks that are represented.

A spei� example that illustrates some of the omplexity that arises when

the logial and probabilisti levels are uni�ed, is the following BLP lause:

has gene(X) | father(Y,X), mother(Z,X), has gene(Y), has gene(Z)

Kersting and De Raedt de�ne the bayesian networks that suh a lause gives rise

to, as follows: for all ground instantiations of the lause, a bayesian network exists

in whih the instantiated head of the lause has as parents the instantiated body

literals of the lause. Note that this puts the father literal and the has gene

literal at the same level, whereas in our approah the father literal de�nes the

struture of the bayesian network and hene is at the logial level, whereas the

has gene literals orrespond to random variables, and hene are terms in our

approah.

It is easy to see that the bayesian networks generated by BLP's do not

generate the propositional bayesian networks that would normally be used if one

hand-oded them. Moreover, the semantis of the resulting bayesian networks

are quite omplex. Consider the instantiation

has gene(a) | father(b,a), mother(,a), has gene(b), has gene()

and onsider it as a bayesian network. The network is drawn in Figure 4, to-

gether with a similar network that would be generated by our approah. The

bayesian network expresses that has gene(a) is dependent on has gene(b) (and

its other parents). However, what is really the ase is that has gene(a) depends

on has gene(b) only if father(b,a) has the value true. Indeed, if father(b,a)

has the value false, no meaningful value an be �lled in for the onditional

probability of has gene(a) given has gene(b). That is, the onditional probab-

ility tables in this approah ontain empty �elds. Apparently Kersting and De

Raedt's implementation handles this situation orretly by \ompiling away"

the variables that in fat indiate strutural properties. Yet, their syntax does

not hint at these omplexities, and thus seems deeptively simple. In the ap-

proah we propose, the fat that has gene(a) depends on has gene(b) only if

father(b,a) has the value true, is exatly what is represented by our Prolog

lauses.

It is not obvious how inferene should be performed in BLPs if the \stru-

tural" variables are not ompiled away. In suh a situation, the BLP approah



father(b,a)

mother(c,a)

has_gene(b)

has_gene(c)

has_gene(a)

has_gene(b)

has_gene(c)

has_gene(a)

Fig. 4. Left: Bayesian network represented by the instantiation of a bayesian logi

program. Right: Bayesian network generated by our approah.

an also be interpreted as follows: by plaing the strutural and probabilisti

information at the same level, one gains the ability to learn the struture of the

bayesian net together with its parameters; in fat, a bayesian net with struture

s and parameters p is mapped on to a seond bayesian net with �xed struture

and parameters the value of whih determine both s and p. This is an e�et that

is orthogonal to the upgrade to �rst order logi. In that sense, it appears BLP's

extend bayesian networks in two di�erent ways.

5.2 CLP(BN ) and PRM's

The existing approah that is losest to the one we propose, is the reently pro-

posed CLP (BN ) by Santos Costa et al. [13℄. Their approah is muh loser to

ours than that of Kersting and De Raedt, in that they leanly separate strutural

and probabilisti information, and have lauses the meaning of whih is very sim-

ilar to what we use. A di�erene is that they do not use a meta-interpreter, but

use the inferene engine of a onstraint logi programming system to perform in-

ferene. Thus, exeuting their ode is equivalent to performing inferene, whereas

in our approah, exeuting the ode just generates the bayesian network; to per-

form inferene the meta-interpreter has to be used. Also, Santos Costa et al. use

the onept of skolem onstants to model stohasti variables, while we just use

ground terms. The need for the onept of skolems follows from their embedding

of bayesian inferene into the onstraint logi inferene engine. From the point

of view of explaining how the approah works, this ompliates matters.

We illustrate the similarity between our approah and CLP (BN ) with an

example. Santos Costa et al. [13℄ provide the following CLP (BN ) program as

an example:

satisfation(Reg, Sat) :-

reg(Reg,Course,_),

professor(Course,Prof),



ability(Prof,Abi),

grade(Reg, Grade),

sat_table(Abi, Grade, Table),

{Sat = satisfation(Reg) with Table}.

The program states that the satisfation assoiated with a student-ourse

registration (how satis�ed is the student with the ourse?) depends on the ability

of the professor and the grade the student got for the ourse.

This would typially be represented in our framework as follows:

depends(satisfation(Reg), [ability(Prof),grade(Reg)℄, Table) :-

reg(Reg, Course, _),

professor(Course, Prof),

sat_table(Table).

This illustrates that our representation typially has about the same om-

plexity as the representation used by the CLP (BN ) approah.

Santos Costa et al. ompare their approah with Probabilisti Relational Net-

works (PRMs) [2℄, showing that CLP (BN )is at least as powerful. This suggests

that our meta-interpreter approah ould also be used to desribe PRMs.

5.3 Further Comparison with BLPs and CLP (BN )

We end this setion with a small table that summarizes some of the di�erenes

between the meta-interpreter approah (MIA), BLPs, and CLP (BN ).

BLP CLP (BN ) MIA

stohasti var. literal skolem term

dependeny j :- depends

prob. inferene engine engine meta-interpreter

queries prob. inf. prob. inf. desription of bayesian net

The table may larify somewhat how the meta-interpreter approah treats

bayesian nets at a meta-level; it desribes a bayesian net, allowing not only stand-

ard probabilisti inferene (queries about spei� probabilities) but also queries

regarding the struture of the bayesian net itself. Whih variables depends on

whih other variables is expliitly desribed by the depends prediate, instead of

impliitly through the struture of the program. Terms denote stohasti vari-

ables, and a meta-interpreter performs probabilisti inferene, whereas in the

other approahes the inferene engine of the programming language takes are of

this. Nevertheless, as suggested above, the meta-interpreter approah generalizes

bayesian networks to the �rst order ontext as easily as the other approahes.

6 Conlusions

The ontributions of this paper are as follows. We have proposed a simple form-

alism for representing �rst order bayesian networks in Prolog. We have disussed



the expressiveness that this method provides; it is lear that it an at least eas-

ily handle the examples with whih these other approahes are motivated. The

formalism has a simple semantis : the onnetion between a lause and the

knowledge it represents is obvious. Understanding the inferene that happens in

a �rst order bayesian network, is deoupled into understanding the semantis of

a Prolog program (whih de�nes the struture of the bayesian net) and under-

standing inferene in traditional bayesian networks. In other approahes, both

are muh more intertwined (beause of the embedding of the probabilisti infer-

ene in the logial inferene engine). We believe that, due to its simpliity, this

approah holds some promise with respet to larifying the relationship between

the many di�erent approahes that urrently exist.

This work is obviously preliminary. Further work is needed on de�ning the

semantis of our representation formalism more formally; implementing a full

meta-interpreter for bayesian inferene; implementing learning proedures; and

�nally, omparing the approah to other approahes. This omparison should

inlude the more proedural approahes, where some kind of programming lan-

guage is used to program probabilisti models, e.g., IBAL [10℄.
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A Meta-interpreter for Inferene

The following simpli�ed interpreter performs only forward inferene, in bayesian

networks without undireted yles.

distr(A, Distr) :- input_node(A, Distr).

distr(A, Distr) :- depends(A, B, [H|T℄), sumprobs(A,B,H,T, Distr).

sumprobs(_Var, _Parents, _Values, [℄, [℄).

sumprobs(Var, Parents, Values, [[Val|Probs℄|Rows℄, [Val:Prob|Rest℄) :-

sumprobs2(Parents, Values, Probs, Prob),

sumprobs(Var, Parents, Values, Rows, Rest).

sumprobs2(Parents, Values, Probs,Prob) :-

distrlist(Parents, Values, Distr),

veprod(Probs,Distr,Prob).

distrlist(Parents, Values, Distr) :-

separate_distr(Parents, SepDistr),

multiply(Values, SepDistr, Distr).



multiply([℄, _, [℄).

multiply([Combination|Rest℄, SepDistr, [Prob|RestDistr℄) :-

getprobs(Combination, SepDistr, Problist),

multiply_list(Problist, 1, Prob),

multiply(Rest, SepDistr, RestDistr).

getprobs([℄, [℄, [℄).

getprobs([A|B℄, [D1|Rest℄, [Prob|RestProbs℄) :-

memberhek(A:Prob, D1),

getprobs(B, Rest, RestProbs).

multiply_list([℄, A, A).

multiply_list([A|B℄, A, Res) :- A1 is A*A, multiply_list(B, A1, Res).

veprod([℄, [℄, 0).

veprod([A|B℄, [C|D℄, E) :- veprod(B,D,F), E is A*C+F.

memberhek(A, [A|_℄) :- !.

memberhek(A, [_|C℄) :- memberhek(A, C).

separate_distr([℄, [℄).

separate_distr([Parent|RestParents℄, [Distr|RestDistr℄) :-

distr(Parent, Distr),

separate_distr(RestParents, RestDistr).


